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Paterson
puts end to
future term
BY MEGAN LAW
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

latest CUNY protests.
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USG voices campus concerns
BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
USG CORRESPONDENT

On Thursday, March 4, the Undergraduate Student Government
attempted to renew its connection
with the student body by organizing its second town hall meeting of
the year.
Hosted by Senator Melissa Lok
and Chief of Staff Andi Muskaj,
the meeting’s agenda overviewed
USG’s past accomplishments followed by upcoming initiatives. A
moderate crowd of students, USG
members and Student Life staff
gathered in a relaxed setting to discuss campus concerns.
President Tanvir Hossain, who
led the meeting’s discussion, focused on the intimate nature of the
gathering and geared it to set the
dynamic of the meeting.
“Since we have a tight-knit
group, I want the focus and priority
to be on all of you guys here,” said
Hossain.
Hossain began the presentation
with a discussion of USG’s three
core initiatives of accessibility,
transparency, and accountability.
He also spoke about recent changes and additions within the student
government, including an open
door policy, scheduled office hours
and an updated website.
In regards to club funding, Hossain displayed a spreadsheet that
showed USG’s revenue funds, leaving the audience surprised at the
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large figures. During his explanation of the details behind the allocation of funds for program lines,
Hossain emphasized the fiscal responsibility USG employed in executing financial decisions.
“The Senior Affairs line is traditionally designated towards the
yearly senior bash,” said Hossain.
“While last year’s USG allocated
$40,000 to the event we were able to
slash it down to $20,000.” As part of
this budget decrease, Hossain announced that the upcoming senior
trip would take place in Atlantic
City rather than last year’s Chelsea
Piers.
Hossain announced his plan
to increase all club budgets by 50
percent, an initiative that would
be achieved by raising the current
student activity fee by $25. While
last year’s student body rejected
this proposal, Hossain predicts the
upcoming referendum will be supported.
“There was a communication
breakdown between last year’s
USG and the students,” said Hossain. “The most important thing is
for the students to be educated on
this issue which will lead them to
see the rationality in this proposal.”
Hossain continued with conversation about the minimal effects of
the fee increase on students.
“Since most students in this
school are on financial aid, they
won’t have to pay a dime,” stated
Hossain. “At other colleges in New
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USG President Tanvir Hossain discusses current and upcoming initiatives.
York, such as St. John’s University
and New York University, students
pay almost $1,000 for their fee so I
think this is quite a bargain.”
“A lot of students come to me
and complain about funding and
how they can’t get enough money
for their clubs,” said Torabi. “You
also have to consider that as time
goes on, prices needed to hold
events increases.”
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In order for the student activity fee increase to go into effect,
10 percent of the Baruch student
body needs to vote, with 50 percent
choosing in favor of the proposal.
“We would really like your help
to get the word out,” said Hossain.
“Just let people know the true impact this fee increase will have on
the school.”

ARTS & STYLE

Governor David Paterson announced his decision to abandon
his re-election term on Friday,
Feb. 26 amid heavy criticism from
the Democratic party and intense
speculation surrounding his involvement in a domestic violence
case against one of his top aides.
“There are times in politics
when you have to know not to strive
for service, but to step back — and
that moment has come for me,”
stated Paterson in his afternoon
press conference, reported in the
New York Daily News.
According to the Los Angeles
Times, Paterson will stay in office
until the official end date, Jan. 1 of
next year, of his term and pledged
to continue working on the state’s
problems.
With recently proposed budget
cuts for health and education, Paterson will also deal with criticism
concerning his involved scandal
with a top aide, David W. Johnson.
The New York Times also reported that according to one spokesperson, Paterson has denied any
wrongdoing and claims that the
call took place the day before the
schedule court hearing and that
the woman initiated it. Paterson
refused to elaborate further on the
details.
“I give you this personal oath. I
have never abused my office. Not
now not ever. And I believe that
when the facts are reviewed, the
truth with prevail,” declared Paterson as he raised his right hand, in a
piece by the Daily News.
The New York Post reported that
before his announcement, Paterson
reminded the public of his achievements over the last two years. He
takes responsibility for building the
foundation of the state’s fiscal and
economic rescue, while eliminating the harsh Rockefeller drug laws,
and proposing legislation to improve the lives of his constituents.
Bloomberg’s Business Week published the results of a poll conducted by the Marist Institute for Public
Opinion, which showed that most
New York voters do not want Paterson to resign, however, they doubt
his ability to lead effectively.
As Paterson’s term draws to a
close, New York Magazine considers Cuomo to be his likely successor as the Democratic nominee for
governor.
According to New York Magazine, Cuomo stated, “[The situation] gives him an opportunity
to establish himself as the party’s
leader and develop a consensus for
the way things need to go, for making changes in the way Albany does
business.”
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Rally protests cuts in education
BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR

COMPILED BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR

MONDAY 3/8
The Zicklin Women in Business
presents the event Inspiring Stories
of Successful Women in Business
in Room 1-107 of the Vertical Campus from 12 to 2 p.m. Guests will
include speakers from Goldman
Sachs, KPMG, Colgate-Palmolive,
and others.

WEDNESDAY 3/10
The Baruch College Task Force on
Sustainability will conduct its first
audit today beginning at 9 a.m. and
ending at 7 p.m. There will be hourly training sessions of 20 minutes in
the Multipurpose Room, 1-107 of
the VC.
Lexicon, the Baruch College yearbook, is on sale now! Go to tinyurl.
com/Baruch2010yearbook to order
a copy or download a form to mail
in with a $50 check to the Office of
Student Life.

USG Briefs
COMPILED BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
USG CORRESPONDENT

The Undergraduate Student
Government announced they will
volunteer to aide in Club India’s
Bone Marrow Drive on Thursday,
March. 25. Members will participate in a training session to learn
how to fill out paperwork and administer a cheek swab to potential
donors during the registry process.

Shouts arose across the office
of Governor David Paterson as
students and teachers rallied on
Thursday, March 4, the National
Day of Action to Defend Public
Education.
Organized by The Adjunct project, an organization that seeks to
help CUNY graduate students,
Third Avenue and 41 St. was overcrowded with individuals demonstrating for their educational rights
and teaching privileges in a massive protest.
“This is not just a national, but
international day for youths, students and working people to demand that we have a right to education, and that is just one of the
rights that we deserve in a society,”
said Larry Hales, a City College
student and member of the CUNY
Campaign to Defend Education.
According Hales, there were
over 133 planned actions in 33
states around the country, and the
protest near the governor’s office
was just a small fraction.
“[We] want to see this as a first
step to building a broader movement to defend working people
and students in this city,” said Peter Ikeler, a member of the CUNY
Professional Staff Congress and the
CUNY Campaign to Defend Education.
Diane Smith, member of the
Grassroots Education Movement
of New York City, spoke on behalf
of organizing the defense of quality and equal public education.
Smith stated that public education from kindergarten to college
level must be funded and serviced
with resources, such as small class
size, full staffing, creative curricula
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Students and educators protest for educational rights on March 4 National Day of Action to Defend Public Education.
“not scripted and test-driven” and
democratic governance by parents,
community and educators.
Barbara Bowen, president of the
CUNY Professional Staff Congress,
attended the event and showed her
support for students, as recently
proposed budget cuts for higher
education have made it diffifcult
for students to attend college.
“CUNY and SUNY have been cut
proportionately more than any other state agency in New York,” said
Bowen. “Someone has an agenda
of your not getting a first rate education and we have to change that

political agenda.”
City Councilman Charles Barron made a guest appearance to the
event, but was no stranger to the art
of demonstration and taking a political stand.
“If you, the government, have $8
billion to bail out Wall Street, how
dare they cut TAP for students?”
said Barron. “We are not going to
allow the state to tell us that the
Boards of Trustees of CUNY and
SUNY will be in charge of tuition
hikes.” Barron continued by stating that State should take the rich
rather than increasing tuition for

students.
Speakers from other coalitions
and social movement organizations also addressed human rights,
such as housing and health care.
Following the rally near Paterson’s office, the crowd marched to
the MTA Public Hearings to speak
out against the cut in student metro
cards for students from kindergarten to highs school.
“We have to fight for the funding
and that’s why we have to keep it
running,” said Hales.

Citizen journalism targets students
BY CYNTHIA VIA

USG approved to allocate the
following amounts to clubs and
events:
• $1,500 to Student Life for
Women’s History Month
• $150 to Sigma Alpha Delta’s
Oxford Debate
• $300 to Pakistan Student Association, Model United Nations and Arab Alliance for
Thursday Nights at Baruch
• $400 for the USG Coffee Night
for Evening Students
USG Treasurer Thabata Ribeiro advised the executive board
and senate members to withhold
funds from the Wall Street Club
for next year’s Investment Banking
Training, in lieu of receiving information on a deceitful incident
that took place during the training session. Ribeiro stated that the
Wall Street Club sold handwritten
certificates during training for $10,
which really valued for $1.
Also, members of the Wall
Street Club mislead trainees by
stating that the student crafted
certificates originated from legitimate financial firms.
USG Vice President Armaan
Torabi announced details about
the senior trip. Lodging will no
longer be offered for attendees at
the Sheraton Hotel, due to a conflicting Cheerleading Conference
being held at the locale on the
scheduled dates of the trip.
The trip will be shortened from
a weekend to a one night stay due
budget issues.

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

As access to online news continues to grow, young college students are encouraged to become
involved in citizen journalism.
The Huffington Post and The
New York Times are opting to use
citizen journalists to gather local,
community news. Adam Clark Estes, the editor of citizen journalism
at The Huffington Post, stated in a
blog post that the company will recruit 30 student reporters to cover
college news, according to Brand
Republic, an online hub for advertising, marketing, media and public
relations.
The Huffington Post plans to include student reporters, photo and
video journalists in its new journalism unit.
The Times will partner with New
York University’s Arthur L. Carter
Journalism Institute to create a
community news site for the East
Village. The local East Village site,
which will be featured on the company’s website, will be developed
by NYU journalism faculty and students.
“I like the idea of citizen journalism because it gets people engaged in the political process,”
said Baruch journalism professor
Bridgette Davis. “It’s all about community news — that’s the future of
journalism.”
According to the Pew Research
Center’s Project for Excellence in
Journalism, 37 percent of Internet users have contributed to the
creation of news, commented or
disseminated through postings on
social media sites.
“Pro-Am Journalism is a clear
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trend,” said Geanne Rosenberg,
chair of the department of journalism and the writing professions. “At
Baruch, our department began an
active collaboration with Gotham
Gazette and some students have
had work published.”
However, citizen journalism has
often put into question journalistic
integrity it carries. “It’s important
to have the same standards as other
journalists,” said Davis. The idea is

“citizen journalism, with training
and guidelines.”
Brand Republic also reported
that Richard Jones, a “veteran”
journalist and former Times reporter will work as editor for the site.
“This collaboration with The
New York Times emphasizes our
commitment to the highest journalistic standards,” said Brooke
Kroeger, director of the Carter Journalism Institute, quoted in Brand

Republic.
The Times has explored other
collaborations, including a similar hyper-local project with CUNY
Graduate School of Journalism for
Fort and Clinton Hills in Brooklyn.
“I think this trend will continue
and will present more and more opportunities to journalism students
at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels,” said Rosenberg.
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Chancellor’s new role Disney offers magical opportunity
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR

Matthew Goldstein, chancellor
of the City University of New York,
was named the chair of the charter
revision committee on Wednesday,
March 3, after Mayor Bloomberg
announced the 15 members of the
panel.
This comes after weeks of the
possibility of Goldstein’s new position becoming public.
Goldstein will head the panel
that determines how the city’s government will operate. According
to the New York Daily News, it is “a
357-page document specifying everything from the mayor’s powers
to the rules for buying property.”
“The selection of CUNY Chancellor Matthew Goldstein to chair
this Commission is an inspired
choice,” said Dick Dadey, executive director of the Citizens Union
in the mayor’s press release announcement. “His leadership in
successfully turning around CUNY
is tailor made for this commission
and speaks to his ability to restructure large institutions to reach a
higher level of performance and
achievement.”
While this committee will require a lot of work from Goldstein,
he still will keep his day job as CUNY’s chancellor.
“I want to thank Mayor
Bloomberg for assembling a distinguished and talented commission
to conduct a review leading to the
development of recommendations
on the venerable Charter of the
City of New York and the further
strengthening of City government,”
said Goldstein in the appointment
press release.
The charter was last revised in
1989, and the mayor wants the new
committee to review these twodecade-old changes. The mayor set
aside $800,000 in next year’s budget
to finance the committee’s operations the Daily News reported.

According to the press release,
Bloomberg also brought this panel
together to conduct an extensive
outreach campaign that solicits
ideas and recommendations from
a wide variety of civic and community leaders, and that encourages
the public to participate in hearings that will take place in all five
boroughs.
On Feb. 9, Baruch hosted an
event in which former Comptroller William C. Thompson joined a
panel to discuss the important topics that need to be addressed by the
new committee.
The Ticker reported that a major
issue was to strengthen the power
of borough presidents because
they have limited ability to create
changes in their borough due to
restrictions under the legislature of
the mayor and city council.
Upon being announced as the
chair, Goldstein spoke with the
Daily News about his intentions for
the committee. While he did not express any specific issues he wanted
to address, he said he wanted to focus on “a lot of things people have
been talking about.”
The Ticker reported that at the
Baruch panel event, Stephen J. Fiala, a member of the 2005 charter
commission, felt that the biggest
concern was public advocacy and
preventing city council from passing laws that do not have a positive impact on the people, but still
should confirm laws while knowing
where the funding will be coming
from.
According to the Daily News,
Goldstein hopes to hire an executive director in the next few days
after consulting with the mayor.
“I think it reflects very well how
respected CUNY is in the city,” said
Jay Hershenson, senior vice chancellor and secretary of the Board of
Trustees of CUNY. “To be asked by
the mayor is a great statement [for
the University].”
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Recruiter John Stephenson talks about the educational and entertaining rewards from the Disney College Program.
BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR

Disney ‘magic’ left the amusement parks and journeyed to Baruch College to welcome students
and introduce them to an internship opportunity.
On Thursday, March 4, a representative from the Disney College
Program hosted a recruitment presentation in order to explain to students, the opportunity to work and
learn and the ‘magical’ experience
that the company has to offer.
“Don’t miss this chance to be a
part of the Disney experience,” said
recruiter John Stephenson. “It’s a
cool gig if you could get it.”
The Disney College Program
offers a paid internship at the Disneyland and Walt Disney resorts in

Anaheim, California, and Orlando,
Florida. Students who participate
in the program will be able to complete education courses, gaining
networking skills while earning
college credit. Courses include:
Marketing, Leadership Speaker
Series, Professional Development
Study, and Organizational Leadership that promotes networking and
career development.
Stephenson and campus representatives from the college were
present to explain the process of
becoming part of the educational
and learning experience as well as
the fun and exciting benefits included in the program.
“It’s a living, learning and earning program; you are going to live
near Disney property, take classes
at the Disney University, and earn

life work experience while working
for a Fortune 100 company,” said
Stephenson.
Junior Samantha Santiago, a
campus representative, specialized
in merchandising while participating in the internship last semester.
“It’s a great experience because
you get to meet new people and
gain skills,” said Santiago. “I would
recommend the internship to other students.”
According to Stephenson, who
worked in the program while attending college, the internship also
provides students an opportunity
to advance their careers whether at
Disney or in another profession.
“This program changed my life
and now I can change the lives of
other students one presentation at
a time,” said Stephenson.
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POLITICAL CARTOON

EDITORIAL

Hopes for a new governor
to support CUNY
When Gov. David Paterson announced he would not be
running in next week’s election, students and faculty alike were
relieved. After hearing about CUNY budget cuts and plans to
dip into the New York State Tuition Assistance Program, New
York college students cannot afford another term with Paterson
running the show.
CUNY has become one of the biggest educational institutions
in the five boroughs. In the wake of the economic crisis, many
have returned to the classroom for degrees. When Paterson
proposed a $53 million cut to the CUNY budget in October,
students and faculty were in uproar. Students have protested
year, including last Thursday, when they rallied outside
Paterson’s office.
With Paterson officially ending his career with the state in
January, we need a candidate who will step up for the students.
We need more investment in public education, rather than
subtraction from our budgets. This begins with the support
of our governor.
Paterson put the final nail in his coffin with CUNY when he
announced his intent to reduce funding in TAP, affecting an
estimated 375,000 students statewide who received a distributed
$813 million. That brings Paterson’s combined slashes to CUNY
to $866 million — almost a billion dollars affecting 23 schools
with over 100,000 students combined.
The Ticker reported in February on the matter and spoke
with Nancy West, director of Baruch’s financial aid department.
Calling the reduction “very harsh,” she tried to assure students
not to worry, since an increase in Pell grants would make up for
it at Baruch. Although undergraduates would suffer, graduate
students would see a complete loss of this financial aid. CUNY’s
graduate programs are growing, as is the new CUNY School of
Journalism. This action alone shows Paterson’s lack of concern
for students at this public university.
Whether the candidate is Andrew Cuomo or someone
else, they need to provide solutions for the students of this
city. Our education cannot afford to have its funding tapped
into anymore. Preventing present and long-term problems
needs to be the primary concern. As the fall approaches, The
Ticker hopes to start seeing campaigns that have a focus on
improving our education, and not on subtracting even more
of our resources.

KATIE ALARCON | THE TICKER

THE ETHICAL TIGHTROPE
The United States should place domestic interests before international aid.

NBA’s Grammar Needs Work
Last week, New Baruch Alliance sent out a letter to club
leaders asking for signatures for a petition to renovate the
student club area.
According to the letter, the petition would be presented to
the current interim president, Stan Altman. It outlined several
changes: new seating and furniture, freshly painted walls, cable
television, printing resources, and extra storage space. Though
they may have meant well, NBA’s intentions were rendered
ineffective by the gross misspellings and grammatical errors
in their letter.
The first sentence begins, “In behalf of New Baruch Alliance,
I like to ask respectfully to collect signatures.” Another sentence
reads, “We already have started the effort to collect the signature
from the club area; however, we like to accelerate process
to make sure Dr. Altman initiates the renovation before new
college president takes office for the next semester.” These, and
numerous other, mistakes sprinkled throughout the letter were
enough to dissuade anyone from thinking about supporting
the cause.
Quite frankly, this letter should never have been approved.
It is an embarrassment not only to the author, who has plans
to run as president of next year’s Undergraduate Student
Government, but also to the entire party and, ultimately, USG,
which is primarily made up of NBA members.
It is shocking to think that these people have been
representing the student body and making negotiations on
our behalf all year. Student government leaders represent some
of the best and brightest minds of our school. If they can’t write
a grammatically correct letter, this doesn’t say very much of
them.
We cannot deny that this is a good cause, as the club area
could use some extra resources. NBA must be congratulated
for trying a new approach to an effort that the last few USG
administrations have failed to pass. However, it would not
be surprising if students refused to sign something so poorly
written.
If they succeed in getting enough signatures,we hope that
someone with a better grasp of grammar will write the letter
they send to the president’s desk.

TIMOTHY CARUSO
Let me start this article with a
disclaimer: I do not think it is wrong to
provide aid to a country that was hit by
a natural disaster. Those with relatives
in Chile or Haiti have my deepest
sympathies.
This article’s main purpose is to
address the impact on giving aid to
other countries, while disregarding our
own economy and domestic disaster
response effectiveness.
Does anyone know what our
national debt is? We have already
managed to break the $12 trillion mark.
That number is so large that a basic
calculator can’t hold it.
The United States donated $100
million to Haiti, and there is talk of
another $100 million or more for
Chili.
One can’t help but wonder where
all the money is coming from. America
doesn’t have enough money to throw so
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programs to help children and the
elderly, and so much more.
You think I’m making this up?
Student MetroCards are being taken
away! The health care bill that everyone
thinks will save the day may never leave
Capitol Hill, partially due to many
politicians’ concerns about the budget.
If it does get passed, I can guarantee
you that it won’t be what everyone
expects it to be.
I’m not saying that America should
just cut off all aid — that would be
monstrous.
But when the 10th ward isn’t even
rebuilt fully in Louisiana, when children
children across the Unite States are
receiving inadequate education, and
when the impoverished are making up
an ever-larger percent of this country,
foreign aid is the last thing people
should worry about.
Publicly-funded charities really
came through for Haiti, and I am sure
that people are doing everything they
can to give Chile aid, but that’s how it’s
supposed to go.
We can’t rely on the government
to hold the world’s hand and guide
it through everything, because then
domestic programs start suffering.
I think a shift in priorities is in order
and, for everyone’s sake, it had better
happen soon.

Letter Policy
The Ticker welcomes correspondence from all readers. When a submission is made, please include your
name, graduation year, major and organization title, if applicable. Letter submissions should not exceed
250 words. The Ticker reserves the right to edit submissions for clarity and length. Submissions should
be sent each Wednesday by 5 p.m. Submissions should be sent to opinions@theticker.org.
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much aid at every foreign conflict and
natural disaster that occurs.
I know that the people who were
affected by these events may disagree,
but the numbers make a strong point.
Consider someone with a shopping
addiction. They keep spending because
their credit cards won’t ever tell them
to stop. Eventually, their debt gets so
large that the credit card companies
will cut their spending and go after their
money.
The same is true of the United States.
Japan owns the majority of U.S. foreign
debt. What do you think will happen
when the international community
needs to collect? The way I picture
it, it’ll probably look like a scene in
Scarface.
So we have enormous debt, but we
want to provide aid. It’s apparently our
obligation, since the United States is an
international super-power.
But when did the United States
become the mother of the world?
There are many countries capable of
shouldering their share of the financial
aid burden, but America, nonetheless,
pledges $100 million like it’s water.
You know where the money will
come from? It’s coming out of your
pockets — your school programs, your
health care reform bill (which may
never get passed), your governmental
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The opinions expressed on this
page are those of the individual
writers, and do not necessarily
represent those of The Ticker.
The Ticker opinion page
welcomes submissions from
students and faculty. They can be
e-mailed to oped@theticker.org
or delivered to The Ticker office
on the third floor of the Vertical
Campus, Suite 3-290.

Letters must be signed and will
appear as space permits. The
word limit is 400 words. Essays
must be 300 - 600 words. The
editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for
length as well as clarity.
The author’s name is usually
published but may be withheld
for compelling reasons, at the
editor’s discretion.
©2010 The Ticker, Baruch College
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Was it really Vancouver’s faux-pas?

THE NEW YORK TIMES
Americans find ways to make
fun of Canada in just about every
possible way, whether it’s their beaver
surplus or the fact that everything
edible is covered in syrup. When the
International Olympic Committee
chose Vancouver as the site of the
2010 Winter Olympic Games, I’m
sure the Canadians wanted to put
on the most impressive winter games
possible.
However, a few hours before the
Opening Ceremony, 21-year-old
Georgian luger Nodar Kumaritashvili
was killed during a training run
on Whistler Mountain. His death
unleashed a flood of critics and
skeptics on Vancouver’s Olympic
Committee.
The luge track that killed
Kumaritashvili was the fastest track
in the world, and many of the athletes
had voiced their concerns regarding
the overall speed and design of the
course. In fact, Kumaritashvili had
phoned his dad the day before his
death, saying that one of the turns
on the Olympic luge track terrified
him.
Athletes are among the most
fearless people in the world. When

a football player steps onto the
field, he probably doesn’t dwell
on the possibility of paralysis or a
life-threatening injury. When an
Olympic luger gets ready to make
a run on the track, he or she is not
pondering the possibility of flying off
of the track. Athletes want to win and
very few things can stop them from
being their best in their respective
sports. So when several of the world’s
best athletes are voicing concerns,
nothing should be more important
than hearing them out.
This is why most of the blame
gets placed on the shoulders of
Vancouver’s Olympic Committee.
Skeptics are criticizing them for not
changing the track soon enough, and
claim that the Canadians were just
trying to give their home team an
advantage.
Up until his death, Kumaritashvili
had only been on the track 26 times,
whereas his Canadian counterparts
had each notched several hundred
runs.
These are all valid points, but
Canada is not the actual culprit in
the grand scheme of things. Whether
or not they refused to change the

track to give their team a competitive
advantage is all speculation.
What we do know is that, despite
the concerns, the track remained
unchanged. So who is responsible
for this debacle? The answer is in
the ratings.
The Winter Olympics are often
considered an afterthought to the
Summer Olympics. They never bring
as many viewers, and the sports are
often rather obscure. It is the job of
the host city and the networks to
broadcast the most exciting winter
games possible.
Part of that meant creating the
world’s fastest luge track. Speed and
danger attract viewers, but at what
cost?
Kumaritashvili’s life could have
and should have been spared in
exchange for a few million viewers.
As NBC comes closer to losing its
Olympic coverage contract to ESPN,
the stakes have gotten higher, and
this time it has resulted in the
unimaginable.
The Canadians are just victims
of circumstance. They have actually
put on a rather enjoyable Olympic
competition. Despite the opening
day tragedy and miserable weather,
Canada has done everything
in its power to make the 2010
Winter Olympic Games fun to
watch, and they certainly have not
disappointed.
Could they have altered the
track and saved Kumaritashvili’s
life? Maybe, but then again, with
NBC pushing for as many viewers
as possible, it is tough for the host
city to say “no” to the company that
will broadcast the Games, and their
city, around the world.
-Shayan Saber '12
Economics/Psychology

Paterson’s pickle
The recent news about Governor
Paterson’s decision not to seek reelection should not come as a shock
to many.
Even though he has been in office
for less than two years, the governor
has been plagued by scandals since
his administration began.
This all started with the
resignation of his predecessor, Eliot
Spitzer, due to a prostitution scandal.
Shortly thereafter, Paterson came out
saying that he cheated on his wife,
and used campaign funds for his
hotel trysts.
His first big job as governor
was selecting somebody to replace
Hillary Clinton’s senate seat after
she became secretary of state. He
thoroughly botched this task by
dropping Caroline Kennedy as a
potential candidate at the last minute
and berating her in the media.
His incompetence culminated
with his press conference last week,
where he adamantly denied any
wrongdoing in the alleged abuse of
power concerning his top aide.
Paterson has been accused of
abusing power by using state police
to cover up for his aide, David
Johnson. Johnson was involved in a
domestic abuse case, and the police
persuaded his victim to drop her
case against him.
All of this came to light
immediately after Paterson chastised
Hiram Monserrate, who had a
domestic abuse case of his own and
was expelled from the state senate.
As New Yorkers, we have all
witnessed — and collectively rolled
our eyes at — the dire state of politics
in Albany. It has come to the point
where we don’t even react or feel
shocked at the alarming amount of
corruption that goes on.
One may wonder why Paterson

has declined to run again. He had
previously stated that he would
run again no matter what people
thought. He’s not any more or less
corrupt than anyone else in Albany,
either.
From the moment his approval
ratings declined, the Obama
administration made it clear
that they did not want him to run
again. It is unusual for the national
government to step into local politics
and make their opinions known to
the public at large.
One possible reason is that
Paterson’s potential loss would
be a humongous blow to the
Democratic Party and could help
the Republicans win by a landslide.
If a huge Democratic stronghold
such as New York had a Republican
governor, it would help the GOP win
seats nationwide.
Democrats across the country are
in a precarious position because of
high unemployment rates, intense
political gridlock, unpopularity and
a rise in populist sentiments from
the masses.
Covering up domestic abuse
by using state police and general
incompetence is an extremely
serious matter that needs to be
investigated. Perhaps it’s good
that somebody like Paterson is not
running for re-election.
Paterson’s negative publicity
is a combination of bad luck, bad
timing, unethical behavior and gross
incompetence. Attorney General
Andrew Cuomo will most likely run
in the upcoming election, and he is
considered a strong contender for
governor.
-Sheila Mogar ‘11
Finance

With the exception of our editorials, the opinions expressed in these pages are those of their respective writers and do not represent those of the Ticker.
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Business
Volunteering outside of the Borders
BY BRENDAN CORRIGAN
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

After facing off against other Baruch teams
last month, Financiers Without Borders made
their way into Ernst & Young’s Your World,
Your Vision national competition.
What differentiates their proposal from
other entries is that they began working before the competition and intend to continue
regardless of the outcome.
“Financiers Without Borders is a developing not-for-profit organization whose mission is to provide current college or business
school students and recent graduates with
short term business-related volunteering
projects in developing or newly-developed
countries,” according to their website.
A resume requires more than a high GPA
to stand out among the hundreds of others in
the stack.
Among other things, recruiters hold internship, work and volunteer experience in
high regard. Experience such as this helps
students expand their horizons and become
well-rounded.
Founders Max Glikman, a masters accountancy student, and Rodion Lerman,
a junior majoring in finance, are CEO and
president, respectively.
It started out in Baruch, said Lerman, but
after reaching out to their network, they have
received significant interest from students
in other business schools, such as Stanford,
Wharton and Stern, who are eager to start future campus chapters at their own school.
“I was traveling abroad, volunteering in
Iceland, and I wanted to do something in the
finance world in terms of volunteering,” said
Glikman. “I couldn’t find anything, especially to go abroad for a few weeks. So, I said, ‘If
it’s not there, why don’t I make it happen?’ ”
“Social entrepreneurship is very big right
now, and a lot of people want to be part of it,”
said Lerman.
As opposed to other organizations with
similar goals, Lerman says, “Our target audience is students, recent grads, or very recent hires.” The point of recruiting younger

DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER

Financiers Without Borders, a not-for-profit organization, sends business students abroad to create more dynamic resumes.
students, they say, is because they can still be
molded.
While Bankers Without Borders is for seasoned professionals, Financiers Without Borders is aimed at students. “Since our students
and volunteers are younger, they’re less seasoned and less experienced, and they’re going to get more out of this,” said Lerman.
“We focus on small businesses in developing nations,” said Glikman. “Corporate
responsibility starts with students who are
committed to the betterment of developing
nations and our world.”
The businesses that they work with are
those that are still too small to hire help, and
could use the knowledge and experience of
educated business students who are willing
to work for the experience.
Glikman and Lerman, on the first

Financiers Without Borders project, volunteered in Buenos Aires, Argentina, to work at
Cuoma Studios, a branding and design firm.
“It was packed with a lot of learning about
international business and cultural education,” said Lerman. They wanted to help implement a marketing strategy and find international clients.
As a newly developed organization, the
main issue is funding.
“Ideally we would like to fund half of the
volunteers’ expenses,” said Glikman. Right
now, they don’t have the capability to do that,
yet many students who have approached
them are willing to pay for the trip because
they realize the value. “It’s an investment,”
said Lerman.
“Our budget for 2010 for our trips is
$16,000,” said Lerman. “Our goal for this year

is to send 16 volunteers abroad, for the four
trips we currently have planned, at a cost of
$2,000 each, with half stipends.”
Ultimately, aside from the benefits the
businesses and volunteers receive on an individual level, their ultimate mission, according to Glikman, “is to develop America’s
future business leaders to be altruistic and
global-minded.”
In the long term, “I want to see a sustained
level of growth,” said Lerman. “It needs to be
centralized and have order. We want it to live
on past Max and me being president.”
What they hope will make them timeless,
is that this “cannot be learned in any classroom,” said Lerman. “The cultural exchange
and knowledge gain in this experience goes
much past the resume, it stays with students
for the rest of their lives.”

Baruch club seeks to develop business skills

DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER

Finance and Economics Society helps students develop the skills needed while gaining the necessary experience to have the edge over their other peers in business.
BY MARIA VASQUEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Are you interested in getting
informed about the current financial situation of the United States
and the world during club hours?
Among the large number of clubs
and student organizations that exist
at Baruch College, the Finance and
Economics Society is a place where

not only finance and economics
majors, but the entire student body
can join to learn more about career
paths in finance and economics as
well as current events in the financial world.
FES welcomes students to learn
more about real world situations
and guides them towards finding
their career paths in the field.
“Our mission is to supplement

students with what they learn in
college. What we learn is not only
in [the] classroom, we give them
the real world experience,” said
Rachit Jain, president of the society. He considers working for the
society a good way to give back to
the school by supporting students
that may be facing the dilemma of
choosing a major.
The society is dedicated to the

students, not only in terms of informing the financial situation of
the United States and the world
to students, but also at a personal
level.
Exploring financial modeling
careers, bringing representatives
from different companies such as
J.P. Morgan and Bank of America,
holding panel discussions, and
general meetings are not the only

events this society holds. This
group of students emphasizes the
personal aspect of the students and
provides support to their members
in terms of resume and cover letter
guidance.
J.P. Morgan, Bank of America, Goldman Sachs and the New
York Society of Security Analysts
are some of the organizations that
members of this society are exposed to.
Representatives from these organizations provide professional
guidance to students and share
their experiences in the field.
“Some of the upcoming events
include AXA Financial’s panel discussion about careers in Asset
Management, and general meeting,” said Jain. Students can also be
updated via Facebook, which is becoming a part of the lives of Baruch
students.
“Search Finance and Economics
Society and learn more about us,”
recommended Jain. As other regular clubs, FES meets every Thursday during club hours in VC 6-170.
In order to become a member,
students simply must be active in
the meetings, events and activities
held by the society. If you would
like to contribute to FES, enhance
your leadership and communication skills, and become one of its
officers, the only requirement is to
fill out an application and attend an
interview session.
FES encourages students to contact them for any personal questions or any advice that you may
need related to the society or preparation for any career opportunity
that awaits you.
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Career Corner:

The Personal Pitch

OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS IN LIBERAL ARTS:
WHAT CAN BE DONE WITH THAT DEGREE?
BY ANALUCIA CASTILLO
CDC CORRESPONDENT

In the 2007-2008 school year,
most freshmen entered the
Zicklin School of Business with
an intended field of study (80
percent), while others planned
on pursuing a degree from the
Weissman School of Arts and
Sciences (18 percent). The
total number of undergraduate
students enrolled in that year
alone was approximately 12,863,
which means 2,315 students were
pursuing a liberal arts degree in
that year.
Recently, Barbara Wells, director of Student Academic Services,
spoke to Peers-for-Careers regarding a liberal arts degree.
P: What is considered to be
a good minor to compliment a
liberal arts degree?
BW: There is no formula to decide what type of minor you have
to decide upon.
A student’s minor should be
chosen based upon their interest.
It is a common misconception
that their minor has to be related
to their major. A minor is an opportunity to read, think and write
in-depth in a particular area. A
minor in the liberal arts field will
strengthen any business student.
P: What types of jobs can be
found in the world of work today

with a liberal arts degree? What
transferable skills can possibly
go on a resume from obtaining
a degree in liberal arts?
BW: Most people with an undergraduate degree will enter the
workforce at an entry-level position, in either the private or public sector. However, they need to
have a good GPA. The transferable
skills that one can obtain include:
writing, communication, critical
thinking, organizational, interpersonal relations, problem solving, teamwork, leadership, etc.
These are all qualities that one
can obtain from spending time in
college as well.
P: Are there any events coming up to look out for? Are there
any specific groups/clubs that
are more cohesive with liberal
arts?
BW: The Sidney Harman
Writer-In-Residence reading on
March 16 in the Newman Conference Center located at 151 East
25th St., Room 750, and the Perspective on Immigration events,
which is ongoing. Students can
go to the Weissman website at
www.baruch.cuny.edu/wsas to
see more events.
With regards to the groups/
clubs that one may join, a student
may join a club based on their
interest or for networking reasons. One club that I know of is
the American Humanics Student

Association, where the students
learn more about the non-profit
sector. One may also join a club
to develop their leadership skills
if they may want to become an officer in that club.
P: What is a myth about liberal arts?
BW: The myths are: undergraduates cannot earn a living
and a liberal arts degree is not
useful or practical. Many successful people in the business field
and in all sectors have a liberal
arts degree. They have gained a
broad perspective and narrowed
down what they want to pursue
at the graduate level. A liberal
arts degree gives students a wellrounded education, where they
are better prepared by having
broader experiences, exposure
and thoughts.
P: Are there any current
scholarships or fellowships students can apply to?
BW: There are many scholarships and fellowships that can be
accessed on http://www.baruch.
cuny.edu/wsas/student_resources/scholarships_and_fellowships.htm.
However, the two more competitive ones are the Colin Powell
Fellowship for students interested
in international relations and the
Jeanette Watson Fellowship.

BY MICHAEL FERRARI
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

The STARR Career Development Center hosted a Your Personal Pitch workshop, which focused
on how students should sum up
their personal pitch in less than a
minute, while at the same time being memorable.
“The most important thing is
to try to get your pitch into some
kind of a form that is very familiar
to you but also takes into account
that memorable part,” said Rhona
Gilbert, a SCDC advisor.
Gilbert kicked off the workshop
by explaining that everything in
life is a “sale.” She explained that
the three components to a sale are:
likeability, trustworthiness and
timing.
“Before you even open your
mouth there are ways of getting
people to like you, what can you do
to get people to like you?” Gilbert
asked.
To portray likeability, she said a
student should have good eye focus, proper body language, smile,
and a great handshake.
The factor of trustworthiness is
that students should demonstrate
competence and expertise in one’s
field.
Lastly, although timing is not a
huge factor in an interview, it is a
key component to any sale.
“The most important thing is to
make yourself memorable to the
recruiter in a serious and dignified
manner,” said Gilbert.
She stressed that when trying to figure out what to say about
themselves, students should highlight their talents and skills that
they have and can use in a job setting, skills that are related to the

position, where do they come from,
how many languages they speak,
and interests and hobbies. Anything unusual or memorable about
them.
Students always have a difficult
time with the opening question of
many interviews: “Tell me about
yourself?”
Gilbert says that students should
consider who they are pitching to
(an understanding of the company,
position and person), what the recruiter is looking for in a candidate,
the characteristics of your competitors, your unique abilities, which
you could portray.
Gilbert also recommends that
students should be prepared to
speak about specific accomplishments related to the job they’re interviewing for.
Her advice to students is to begin
with describing the problem, then
describe the action they took, making sure to say what they actually
did, not what you might have done.
Lastly, students should make sure
to describe the positive results.
“At the end of the interview, I
want you to do three things,” Gilbert
said at the conclusion of the event.
First, she suggests, students should
thank them for their time and ask
them for their business card.
Second, kindly ask them what
are the next steps to this process.
And lastly, Gilbert recommends
that all students to write a letter and
hand-deliver it to the recruiter.
A student’s personal pitch can
make or break them during those
stressful
interviews.
Students
should emphasize their strong
qualities in a way that is unique
and leaves the recruiter wanting to
know more.
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Features
As journalism adjusts, professors offer hope

STORYTELLERSMEDIAGROUP.COM

As the media industry undergoes massive changes, journalism students find themselves caught in the middle.
BY YAPHET MURPHY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Journalism undergraduate students at Baruch might have reason
to be concerned about their job
prospects after graduation, considering that the media industry is
undergoing an implosion of Titanic
proportions.
The latest downer came on Feb.
23 when the press widely reported
that ABC News President David
Westin announced “a fundamental
transformation” that would likely
result in “substantially fewer people on staff at ABC News.”
The Los Angeles Times reported

that ABC News plans to close its
news bureau offices around the
country, with the exception of
Washington, D.C., and lay off up to
25 percent of its news staff within
the next two months, amounting to
400 workers.
In December 2009, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics projected a decline of eight percent through 2018
for the industry.
“There is no doubt that the job
market for journalists right now is
very grim. There have been a lot of
cuts. News organizations are still
trying to figure out where to take
their organizations and how to pay
for the kind of journalism they want

to do,” said Professor Vera Haller of
the journalism department.
Her recommendation: “I think
that the idea of being a backpack
journalist, being able to go out with
a pen and paper and a digital still
camera and a video camera, and
being able to use all of your equipment to tell your story is where
we’re going. The more skills you
can get, the more versatile you are
as a journalist, the better chance
you’ll have of getting a job.”
Job cuts, like those at ABC, are
forcing professionals in the field to
adapt the backpack journalist technique. But some argue that trying
to do everything at once, includ-

ing recording video, reporting and
editing, can at times lead to losing
the essence of a story. Lou Ureneck, the chairman of Boston University’s journalism department,
compares backpack journalism to
“driving and trying to read a map at
the same time,” according to a mediabistro.com blog.
On March 4, a search on the
Starr Search Career job database
returned 20 results posted since
January, using the search terms
“editorial,” “journalism” and “journalist” separated by “or.” Of the 20,
only seven were for salaried positions. Meanwhile, there are over
100 journalism students enrolled at
Baruch.
Barbara Lambert, deputy director of the Starr Career Development Center, believes students can
prevail. She is hopeful, saying, “If a
person has the skills, the motivation, the smarts and is able to think
outside of the box,” they can succeed. She encourages students to
be “fiercely ambitious and able to
turn everything your way.”
Professor Geanne Rosenberg,
chair of the journalism department
at Baruch, takes a broader view of
the department’s value.
“Students majoring in journalism and the writing professions
at Baruch College have an opportunity to improve their research,
interviewing, multimedia and
writing abilities — skills that are
marketable across a wide range of
disciplines, including in all kinds
of media from entertainment to
news reporting, the legal profes-

Student sprints to ease struggles

sion, investment banking, advertising, communications, business
management, the arts, non-profit
work and education,” she said in an
email. “The need for journalism education, not just for majors, but for
non-majors, is expanding dramatically because of the importance of
educating the public to distinguish
between quality news and other
online sources, to be informed
consumers of news information,
and capable contributors to news
content.”
Joshua Mills, a full-time professor of the journalism department,
agrees.
“A lot of students are drawn to
journalism and journalism courses
not because they want to be journalists, but because they want to
learn the skills we teach in those
classes,” he said. “The first thing
that is really interesting is that,
despite the economic downturn
and the recession, and despite the
changes taking place in journalism
… new journalism schools and new
journalism programs continue to
open.”
Still, he admitted how dire the
situation is, saying, “It’s odd, because it potentially puts more students into the pipeline at a time
when the pipeline is getting smaller … are there going to be enough
jobs to support the journalism students who come out? The answer
is, probably not. I think the best
students will always find work and
I think some of the other students
will struggle.”

The Proustian Probe
BY REBECCA FORBES

BY JHANEEL LOCKHART
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

While most students are asleep,
Alfatah Kader is waking up and
preparing to run the 13-mile route
from his home in Brooklyn to Baruch.
In the last few weeks, the
29-year-old has seen a major boost
in his popularity. He is one of 10
finalists in the Take America to
College competition, which is giving struggling college students a
chance to tell their story on TV.
Perhaps one of the most shocking elements of Kader’s story is that
he runs to school most mornings.
He gets up at 5 a.m. every morning
and begins the trek 45 minutes later
wearing a headlamp and a rucksack
on his back. His route takes him
from his house on Ocean Avenue
to Atlantic Avenue and across the
Brooklyn Bridge, then to the West
Side Highway, which he takes to get
to 23rd Street.
“On my running shoes there is
a Foot Pod and what it does is tell
you how fast you’re running. You
can set the alarm to go off if you’re
running too slow or if you’re running too fast so you have a range
within which you work,” he said.
“That range makes the critical decision for me how fast I need to run in
order to get [to school] on time.”
Kader’s family is so financially
strapped that the four of them are
forced to share a one-bedroom
apartment. His parents and sister
live in the bedroom while he sleeps
in the living room. In his video
entry for the competition he says
while pointing to a couch, “This is
my bed. This is my living area. This
is my work area. This is my life,
pretty much.”
He moved to America from
Bangladesh with his family when
he was nine years old. At that time,

his living situation didn’t seem like
much of a problem, plus the apartment was big enough, considering
the fact that he and his sister were
young.
“The idea was eventually my dad
would get a better job or financially
we’d be stable enough to move on,”
Kader said in an interview.
But that never happened.
His father works in a city job that
doesn’t pay him much, and the
family struggles to support itself
on his dad’s meager salary. His last
five years at Baruch have been a
testament to the troubles he faces.
Because of his situation, Kader has
often had to choose between school
and other priorities.
He has had to attend school
mostly part-time in order to work
to help his family, even having to
withdraw completely from classes
at one point. “I came to the verge of
being homeless,” he said.
He has also had to choose between buying books for classes and
filling a prescription. Not surprisingly, he chose the medication,
which cost $500 and was not covered by his insurance. He spent the
rest of the semester studying from
the textbooks on reference in the
library.
“That’s
what
a
lot
of
non-traditional
students
go
through. They have to make a decision like, ‘Hey I want to finish college, but at the same time, I gotta
worry about making sure I pay the
rent; that I don’t go homeless; that
I’m able to pay my bills,’” he said.
For Kader, running is a way to
endure this, as it limits the amount
of money he has to spend on Metrocards. But it also helps him clear
his mind.
He is actually a professional
runner who has completed feats
of more than 100 miles across the
globe.

COPY EDITOR

In the late
19th century,
French writer
Marcel Proust
popularized
the pastime
of answering
s e v e r a l
questions that DEAN WALLERSTEIN
linkedin.com
were meant
to reveal the
personality of the interviewee.
This column was first
published in The Ticker in
2008. It has now returned with
unique questions inspired by
the original questionnaire.
This issue’s interviewee is
Dean Mitchel Wallerstein,
recently chosen as the next
president of Baruch College.
What is your most obvious
characteristic?
My size.
Which do you prefer: revenge
or forgiveness?
Forgiveness.
What is your favorite sound?
Classical music.

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Alfatah Kader runs to school to avoid spending money on transportation.
Some of his most notable races
include runs across the Sahara
Desert and the Amazon Jungle. The
things he saw there and the people
he met have also been opportunities for inspiration, according to
Kader.
“These two particular experiences motivate me to get up every

morning and say I haven’t got it
that bad,” he said. “ You know, there
are people out there who are much
happier than I am, and there are
people who out there living in a situation where there’s no bedroom.
At least I have a one-bedroom … I
have it bad, but I don’t have it that
bad.”

What were you
college?
A political activist.

like

in

What would you add as the
8th wonder of the world?
The
Ngorongoro
crater
in Tanzania.
To see more of Dean Wallerstein’s
interview, check out theticker.org.
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Baruch alum joins Scholarship America
BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR

Suneet Dua graduated from Baruch College in 1996. After majoring in accounting
with a concentration in computer information systems, or CIS, the young graduate
joined Coopers and Lybrand, a firm which
later partnered with the Pricewaterhouse
firm to form PricewaterhouseCoopers
LLP, the U.S. auditing and consulting firm
considered one of the four largest international professional service firms in existence
today.
Still currently working at PWC as a partner at the firm, the 35-year-old professional
recently took on another esteemed position.
In February, Dua was appointed to the board
of trustees for Scholarship America, the nonprofit organization which prides itself on
“making postsecondary education possible
for all students.”
He credits his community participation as
a starting point for obtaining the position.
“I try to play a big role in the community…
one of the clients I work with thought that I
would be a pretty active member of Scholarship America and I went through the election
process,” he stated in a telephone interview.
He emerged as an appointed board member after interviews with the president of
Scholarship America.
“They asked questions to find out how I
will support their mission and what I would
bring to the table. Scholarship America is in
a very pivotal period where they want to take
it to the next level and are trying to figure out
how so,” he said.
“[Scholarship America] needs leadership
from young senior executives like myself who
bring technology to the table.”
Though he claims it is still “a little bit too
early” to develop his plans as trustee, his

WIKIMEDIA.ORG

On Feb. 17, Suneet Dua, a Baruch graduate, was elected to serve as a member of the board of trustees for Scholarship America.
initial plan is to reach out through various
media channels. “For Scholarship America,
we want to hand out the money and want to
make sure the name gets out there.” By utilizing Facebook, Twitter and other media outlets, Dua is certain that Scholarship America
can reach more people. “I can help draw
and open up dollars and admissions to students … we want to make sure students know
about us and have the option to apply. Giving
money is one thing, but driving the dollars is
enough.”
Dua’s experience in outreach to his community offered perfect preparation for his
new position. Though he stated that being a
part of the board of trustees is a more “formalized” way of giving back, helping out in
his community’s local Hindu temple, umpiring for a little league baseball team, and
teaching tennis at a club he belongs to, has
in turn, aided him with his appointment at

Scholarship America.
With all his various undertakings Dua admits that time management is crucial and, at
times, “very hard.”
“Being a partner, you’re 99 percent busy
with kids, and the house and family,” he said.
“I travel at least 75 percent of the time during
the year; I’m on the road from state to state
or country to country. It’s really taking advantage and shutting down on the weekends
that’s the big key. I shut down Friday night or
Saturday morning and get back on Sunday
night. But you don’t make partner at 35 by
coming home at five everyday.”
Dua feels it is still manageable for him,
saying, “The family has to have a common
goal … my infrastructure is so strong in New
York it allows me to go many places.” As luck
would have it, Dua’s wife is also a graduate of
Baruch College and a director at PWC.
He understands that many Baruch stu-

dents are international students and advises
them to “be creative and push and strive
hard” to establish family-like bonds. A big
key, he stressed, is organizing oneself and
working hard.
Dua takes pride in the work ethic of Baruch students even in the face of competition
from schools like Columbia and New York
University. He understands the pressure of
working and going to school since he worked
30-hour weeks while attending Baruch full
time. “What has made me successful is our
work ethic. We’re most of the times considered the underdog, but with work ethic, we’ve
always succeeded with what four or eight
years at Baruch teaches you,” he said. This
work ethic backing up the underdog status of
Baruch students is something Dua claims is
an “easy formula for success.”
“You can create your own luck by working
hard,” he said.

For some Baruch students, credit card restrictions helpful
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR

TIME.COM

The Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act was put into effect on Feb. 22.

Students won’t be able to swipe into debt
so easily anymore with the new credit card
law that went into effect last month.
After President Barack Obama signed the
Credit Card Accountability Responsibility
and Disclosure Act of 2009 last May, its newest
provisions began on Feb. 22. Among the
different aspects of the law, college students
and those under 21 are affected the most.
The law prohibits anyone under the age of 21
from receiving a credit card without a parent/
guardian cosigner or the submission of how
they will pay for the credit card, according to
insidehighered.com.
“I think it’s a good idea. Our economy is
struggling and so many Americans have bad
credit,” said senior Frances Balsamo, 20, and
a finance major. “People under 21 might not
know how to handle money and avoiding a
credit card wouldn’t be a bad idea.”
The Truth in Lending Act also prevents
creditors from receiving the information
of those under 21 in order to receive preapproved credit cards. It further stops
creditors from offering students to open
credit cards while at on-campus events.
Obama’s latest law also has some
regulations for colleges as well. According to
insidehighered.com, “In addition, colleges
and universities are required to ‘publicly
disclose any contract or other agreement
made with a card issuer or creditor for the
purpose of marketing a credit card.’” The
various New York Times blogs have all, in
some way or another covered the latest credit
card change.
The weekly, Your Money Columnist, Ron
Lieber, criticizes that while this is a positive
in that it helps the prevention of early debt,
it is also stopping young adults from learning
how to budget at an early age.
Still, some Baruch students view it as a help
rather than a hindrance.
“Most kids at that age have a minimum
wage job, if any, and when they get the card
they use it and forget that at the end of the
month a bill will come,” said senior Stéphane
Yang, 22, marketing major. “And it’s too easy
to ruin your credit too. My friend won’t ever
be able to get another [credit] card or loan
[due to pre-21 credit card debt].”

Changes you should know
COMPILED BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR

The credit card act of 2009 also
imposes new changes on all credit card
companies and card holders.
According to The New York Times
Bucks blog, here are some other rules
that apply:
• If the credit card holder is late in
making the minimum payment, card
companies must now wait 60 days before applying a penalty interest to an
account with existing debt.
• Card companies will have to give
customers 45 days’ notice before raising the interest rates on the card.
• Banks must send out the bill no later
than 21 days before the due date.
• If the card company receives your
payment by 5 p.m on the day the bill
is due. Also there are no more late fees
if the due date is Sunday or a holiday
causing payment to arrive the day after.
Worried about not being able to
build a credit score if you’re under
21? A financial planner from Colorado
Springs proposed a “hybrid approach”
to The New York Times:
• Have your parents make you an authorized user on their credit card. This
allows for buildup of a credit history.
• Try using the card for emergency
purchases only.
• Learn how to develop a budget so
that you can know how to balance
your spending.
• Open a checking account.
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Key parts of Patriot Act extended

OMBWATCH.ORG

Despite many Americans’ concerns with the U.S.A Patriot Act, President Obama signed into law some aspects that extend the act.
BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR

On Thursday, Feb. 25, President Barack
Obama signed a bill that officially extended
parts of the U.S.A. Patriot Act for another full
year.
According to MSNBC.com, the Senate had
approved the extension the day before, but
unless the president signed it into effect, “the
provisions would have expired” last Sunday.
Democrats who feel that the Patriot Act
fails to protect the privacy of Americans
fought for tighter privacy protection of U.S.
citizens.
However, they lacked the needed 60vote majority to pass the restrictions. The
new extension gives the government more
access to spy on Americans and their private
records.

Also known as the nation’s main
counterterrorism law, the U.S.A. Patriot Act
was enacted in 2001 during President Bush’s
administration in response to the Sept. 11
attacks.
The name of the bill is actually an acronym
that stands for “Uniting and Strengthening
America by Providing Appropriate Tools
Required to Intercept and Obstruct
Terrorism.”
The provisions come in light of the State
Department’s failure to detect the threat of
the Christmas Day Nigerian bomber, Umar
Farouk Abdulmutalla, as well as the Fort
Hood shooting last November.
According to NPR.org, there are three
sections of the act that will remain:
• Authorized court-approved roving
wiretaps that permit surveillance on multiple
phones.

• Court-approved seizure of records and
property in anti-terrorism operations.
• Permitted surveillance against a socalled “lone wolf,” a non-U.S. citizen engaged
in terrorism who may not be part of a
recognized terrorist group.
Some are speaking out about the threat of
being accused as part of a “terrorist” group.
The law forbids any person or organization
from not only providing support in the form
of weapons or money, but also from providing
advice or training.
Even if the advice is given with aims to
promote a peaceful resolution of disputes, it
is still a crime under federal law.
NPR and The New York Times recently
reported that the Humanitarian Law Project,
a nonprofit organization that works to
protect human rights and promote peaceful
resolution of conflict through international

human rights laws, has come under fire
under the provisions of the Patriot Act.
The organization has sued the government,
claiming that under the law, their right to free
speech is threatened, when their only aim is
to give assistance via peaceful methods.
While no verdict has been reached as of
yet, Juan Zarate, deputy national security
adviser for counterterrorism under the Bush
administration, recently gave an interview
to NPR contending that the government
has every right to “delegitimize terrorists
organizations.”
“If you’re training them on how to make
their case before a U.N. tribunal, what
you’re doing is giving them the skills, the
ability to legitimate their cause to advocate
their position, and from a U.S. government
standpoint, that’s dangerous,” he told NPR.
There are also other examples of vague
language under the controversial federal
law.
For instance, part of the law states that
writing an op-ed piece on behalf of a cause
deemed a “terrorist” cause by the U.S.
government wouldn’t warrant jail time.
However, if the person who writes the piece
consults the organization to confirm what
he or she would say, that person could
potentially go to prison.
Zarate told NPR that the distinction might
not always be clear.
The American Civil Liberties Union is also
fighting for certain parts of the U.S.A. Patriot
Act to be reformed. Provisions such as the
National Security Letters are under fire by
the ACLU.
The organization claims that the Federal
Bureau of Investigation uses to “compel
internet service providers, libraries, banks
and credit reporting companies to turn over
sensitive information about their consumers
and patrons.”
According to the ACLU, this data enables
the government to “compile vast dossiers
about innocent people.”
Another aspect challenged by the ACLU
is the FISA Amendment Act of 2008, which
allows the government to conduct warrantless
and “suspicion-less dragnet collection of U.S.
residents’ international telephone calls and
emails.”
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Arts & Style

BSU Cultural Show is Iconic

DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER

The Black Student Union Cultural show brought a fusion of fashion, comedy, poetry and music to Mason Hall on Friday, March 5.
BY CRYSTAL SEWER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Baruch College ended their
Black History month celebration
with the 3rd Annual Black Student
Union Cultural show on Friday,
March 5, in Mason Hall.
The show featured a fusion of
fashion, comedy, poetry and music, highlighting prevalent music
icons throughout the night by pairing their famous songs with clothes
that reflected them.

Popular comedian Godfrey,
best known from appearances on
VH1 and BET programs, hosted
the night. He was one of the most
entertaining aspects of the show,
amusing students with clever cultural jokes, even debating about the
musical superiority of Biggie Smalls
and Tupac Shakur.
The first segment of the show
was dedicated to legendary Motown girl-group Diana Ross and
the Supremes and featured some
of their most popular tunes, “Stop

in the Name of Love,” “You Can’t
Hurry Love,” and “Baby Love.”
The fashion segments featured
diversity not only in models but in
the musical genres that were played,
as well. Rock legend Jimi Hendrix‘s
song “Fire” was the theme of the
first segment of fashion, while
Bob Marley “Don’t Worry About a
Thing” played behind the showcase
of knitted swimwear. Jay-Z’s “Empire State of Mind” was also played
for one of the fashion sets.
The final act of the show was

dedicated to the recently departed
music legend Michael Jackson. A
surprise guest performance by a
Jackson imitator who wore the artist’s signature clothing and mimicked his famous dance moves, was
so appreciated by the audience that
they collectively rose to their feet.
Another stand out moment of
the night came when Dion Millington sang Jennifer Hudson’s popular song, “Spotlight,” and Jonathan
Levant sang “Love” by R&B artist
Musiq. Baruch’s own Sky-O also

brought his style to the stage, performing a rap that he wrote himself.
Overall, the show was very well
put together with the glitz and
glamour of the fashion segments
perfectly melding with the singing,
dancing and poetry.
The whole evening was praiseworthy for the fact that it honored
black artists whose unique talents
have allowed them to make huge
contributions to the music world,
as well as society as a whole.

Breslin and Pill bring a Miracle to Broadway

The Karamazov Brothers fly in NYC

BY SABRINA KHAN

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

BY YAPHET MURPHY
STAFF WRITER

The Miracle Worker, starring
Abigail Breslin and Alison Pill, is an
extraordinary play demonstrating
the foundation of the lifelong bond
formed between Helen Keller and
Annie Sullivan — two stubborn and
intelligent individuals who learned
from each other.
A revival of the groundbreaking
production first written by William
Gibson in 1959, this production
challenges viewers by critically presenting the issues Keller faced as a
bright, though deaf, blind and feral
child.
From the very beginning, the audience will be gripped to the story,
as Kate Keller tries to calm Helen as
she cries in her arms. The tension is
immediate. Kate panics when she
notices that Helen doesn’t blink
when she waves a hand before her
face, and she and her husband,
Captain Keller, realize that their infant daughter cannot see.
In the next few moments, an adolescent Helen wreaks havoc while
her family argues about how to deal
with her. They finally decide to contact one more doctor who might
help her lead a normal life and help
them lead normal lives.
This is where the vivacious and
outspoken Sullivan enters, struggling to win the Kellers’ confidence,
despite her lack of experience. She
quickly shows them progress, however, by helping Keller make baby
steps that seem like strides to the
family: teaching Helen to eat with
a spoon from her own plate and to
fold her napkin.
But, this isn’t enough for Sullivan, who knows firsthand how
it feels to be denied the ability to
communicate. She believes that
Keller can learn to do so, despite
her crippling circumstances. Interestingly, she determines that those

ARTMEETSCOMMERCE.NET

crippling circumstances are the
pity of her parents, rather than her
disability itself.
Sullivan confronts Keller’s parents, explaining that their daughter
may never outgrow her tantrums
if they continue to coddle her and
cave into her demands. “Obedience is the gateway through which
knowledge enters the mind of a
child,” she says.
Sullivan recognizes that there is
a fire to be tamed in Keller — her
yearning to be heard. She convinces the family to allow her to coach
the young girl in a private setting,
where she won’t be able to depend
on them. The family gives her a
mere two weeks to work a miracle.
In 14 days, Keller improves her behavior, learns letters and repeats
words that Sullivan forms on her
palm.
Although Sullivan is not at all
satisfied, she shows the Kellers just
how bright their child is, and finally
enables them to see that her potential reaches far beyond simple dinner etiquette.
The play poignantly portrays the
rough childhood Helen Keller endured before she made milestones
for the deaf and blind, along with
the obstacles Annie Sullivan overcame, shown through the occa-

sional flashbacks to the life she led
with her late younger brother in a
horrendous 1800s asylum.
While the play primarily focuses
on the two women, it also depicts
the very complex obstacles that
Helen’s family faced. She never
hears or sees them, but she heavily
affects them.
It critically displays the tender
relationship between Helen and
her parents, the sentimental one
Captain Keller shares with his wife
and the strained one he shares with
his son. All of these intricate details
are finely woven into the greater
context of Gibson’s homage to two
of the 19th century’s most inspirational women.
Every member of the cast leaves
lasting impressions that seem to
touch the entire audience. Breslin
is wonderful and just about perfect
in her role as Helen, while Pill is absolutely stunning and surprisingly
humorous. Both made sure that the
miracle in their characters’ lives
was portrayed properly.
A story that is as heartbreaking
as it is heartwarming, a moving play
that transcends both time and age,
and an ambitious production that
truly delivers, The Miracle Worker is
as genuine as it gets, and must not
be missed.

The Flying Karamazov Brothers
are a troupe of juggling geniuses
who integrate music, dance and
comedy into their routine in deathdefying acts reminiscent of Buster
Keaton films and the circus tops of
the Ringling Brothers Barnum and
Bailey.
The Minetta Lane Theatre,
where their show is currently held,
is a 399-seat arena that is perfect for
this type of rollicking amusement.
The set is made with cardboard
boxes — some suspended from the
ceiling like stalactites and others
stacked up unevenly from the stage
floor like stalagmites — turning the
stage into what crudely resembles a
cavern.
In a program note in the playbill,
Paul Magid, founder and director of
The Flying Karamazov Brothers as
well as the person behind the role
of Dmitri, writes: “We are also part
of an ancient tradition going back
to when the first humanoid who
made a funny to a fellow cave man
or woman as an evolutionary strategy, if you know what I mean.” The
audience might not know what he
means, but it hasn’t mattered to the
show’s success; it has been delighting audiences around the world
since it was founded in 1973.
The latest incarnation of the
show is called 4Play — humor intended. Like other adult jokes, this
little pun is cleverly designed to be
childishly delightful, yet inaccessible to children. The performance
is full of political satire, corporate
mockery and bawdiness for adult
enjoyment only.
The group first emerges with
tuxedo jackets over white shirts
that clash with black kilts and British style combat boots. The first act
consists of the troupe clearing out
portions of the cardboard stage set
(done in a twisted way of course),

then juggling bowling pins in sync.
By the time this “warm-up” is
through, it is well-established that
the quartet are masters of the art of
juggling.
More juggling follows, with outrageous props that include a cleaver, a torch, a frying pan, a fish, a saltshaker and an egg. In between, the
group adds musical performances
using a ukulele, a guitar, a flute, a
tuba and a piano.
The biggest crowd-pleaser is
a skit where Dmitri is brought on
stage to juggle three random objects provided by the crowd and
selected by audience applause. The
objects have been known to range
from a Starbucks Mocha Frappuccino to a leaking bag of gelatin and
a bottle of Svedka vodka.
The humor is totally slapstick in
a way that would make Laurel Hardy proud, yet the cast members are
all trained thespians.
Theatergoers who follow the
troupe say that its current manifestation in 4play is an entirely different routine. Prior to the show, some
repeat offenders can be heard muttering nervously among themselves, confessing their desire not
to be picked for audience participation. These pre-show jitters later
subside, as audience participation
only turns out to be a lot of clapping, a lot of laughing, and a whole
lot of whistling and cheering.
The limited props, the cardboard stage set, which is put up by
the performers themselves, and the
ability to improvise content on the
fly is convincing proof that a production doesn’t need to have bright
lights, elaborate stage sets and a big
budget to deliver a good time at the
theater. Sometimes, all it takes is
talent, mirth and uncommon skill.
The Flying Karamazov Brothers
are at the Minetta Lane Theatre, located at 18 Minetta Lane between
Sixth Avenue and MacDougal
Street, until March 7.
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East Village burgers make a MARK

Trend Review
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

 Nude shades remain in
the spotlight for the spring
season.
A trend from last year’s runways
has carried over into the upcoming
spring season — nude tones that
are still being seen everywhere,
from blouses to pants and dresses.
The seemingly simple tone can be
worn many different ways, keeping
the looks fresh.
This season, one of the best ways
to update nudes is by pairing the
shade with boldly colored accessories. A classic nude looks great with
hot pink, while beige looks great
with bright blue. Eggplant and ecru
are perfectly paired with purples,
and blush pieces find their match
with red.
Another sure way to update
the nude trend is by piecing looks
together with heavier fabrics, like
tweed and herringbone. A cham-

pagne-colored silk blouse makes a
great suit with gray tweed pants or
shorts and a matching jacket. By
wearing tweed, black accessories
like tights and pumps can be added
to keep the look appropriate for the
chill of early spring.
Uniquely structured and shaped
pieces also keep the plain palette
interesting. Dresses with bows and
layers of ruching are a great way to
turn the color into a sophisticated
style by allowing the make of the
clothes to take center stage, rather
than the shade or the fabric.
Nude is just as versatile as the
fashion standard shade of black,
but it is decidedly more refreshing. It can be worn anywhere from
a formal event with a party dress, or
to the office in the form of a smart
blouse underneath a blazer.
Of course, nude accessories are
a simple and inexpensive way to
get a piece of the trend. Nude patent leather shoes are chic, as are
champagne toned clutches.
For an even easier way to get the
nude look, try it out with cosmetics.

YELP.COM

BY MARTINA MICKO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

PROFASHIONELLE.COM

Nude lipstick, light brown shimmer
for the eyes and especially nude
nail polish is very light and fresh
when the weather starts to warm
up -- and defying its stereotype,
beige is anything but borning this
season.

 A classic men’s pant is
being redefined with a new
fit and colors.

PROFASHIONELLE.COM

Dockers, a classic men’s clothing
company, has recently re-invented
their classic cotton chino pant with
a more contemporary fit, bringing
traditional men’s pants back into
the spotlight.
The most innovative way to
wear these pants are in unexpected
colors, including greens, reds and
blues.
When worn with solid-colored
and simple shirts, from buttondowns to t-shirts, the pants can
make a statement without being
overly bold, and transition well
from the end of the winter into the
spring.
The light fabric makes the pants
comfortable enough for school,
but the classic style is dressed-up
enough for a day at the office.

In October of 2009, MARK Burger opened its doors in the heart of
Saint Marks, bringing tasty sliders,
fries and shakes at a very affordable
price.
The restaurant is decorated
mainly in red, with mirrors and
cool posters hanging on the walls.
The right side of the space is occupied by a long bar, while the dining
area, which seats about 20 people,
is located toward the back.
The most unique thing about
MARK Burger is that, unlike other
burger joints, customers can see
their burgers being grilled right
before their eyes. MARK Burger
was inspired by another restaurant
in White Manor, NJ, according to
owner Eric Rubin.
“The sliders [there] were so
good, and there was nothing like it
in the area,” says Rubin. He is not
only the owner of MARK Burger,
but also the main chef who created
all of the recipes.
A slider is, simply put, a miniversion of a hamburger. MARK
Burger keeps it simple, adding only
cheese and onions to their house
burger, both of which are optional.
There are four unique sauces to
choose from: chipotle ketchup, jalapeno, a barbeque sauce that Rubin says is “a Carolina-style sauce
with vinegar [that’s] not thick, but
sweet,” and Guinness mustard.
MARK Burger’s signature burger is their bacon slider, also known

as the “bacon explosion.” Rather
than having just a strip of bacon on
top, like most other bacon burgers,
this one has pieces of apple wood
smoked bacon already ground into
the beef.
Delicious shakes are also on the
menu here, including the popular
Guinness shake. Rubin says, “The
Guinness beer is reduced with
sugar and turns into [a] strong, bittersweet blend.” Other flavors include: vanilla, black and white, and
espresso. If milkshakes are not your
thing, the restaurant also offers a
delicious pecan pie a la mode.
Although MARK Burger has a
laid-back style, its employees take
their jobs seriously. “I believe in the
products we sell, the co-workers are
great and regulars light up my life,”
says employee Kelsey O’Sullivan.
MARK Burger is open from noon
to 1 a.m. daily. A lunch special is offered during the day that consists
of two sliders, fries and a soda for
$7. Next time you’re looking for an
inexpensive burger, head to MARK
Burger for a slider that will satisfy
your craving.
MARK Burger is at 33 Saint
Marks Place, at Second Avenue.
Out of 5
Food: 
Service: 
Atmosphere: 
Price: $ (2-6)

Soho welcomes a new dance studio
BY IVETTE OBANDO-ALVAREZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Dance With Me Soho, the third
and newest dance studio owned
by professional ballroom dancer
and Dancing With the Stars cast
member, Maksim Chmerkovskiy,
opened in the New York neighborhood on Feb. 26.
A New York native, Chmerkovskiy returned home to embrace his
new endeavor, a new twist on the
typical dance studio. Located on
Broome Street in the heart of Soho,
the space is filled with history, a
huge reason why Chmerkovskiy
and his family selected it for the location of the studio.
“Soho is an important part of
New York history, a lot has happened in the downtown area. But,
still, over the years [it] has managed
to preserve its architectural beauty,” said Chmerkovskiy. The studio
conveys this feeling immediately
as patrons are blown away by the
beautiful Corinthian columns that
fill the center of the room.
Chmerkovskiy said that when he
was searching for the studio’s location, the Broome Street space stood
out for its columns and its antique
style, complete with lavish chandeliers hanging from the gold and red
walls. The studio would fit perfectly
into the sophisticated New York of
the past.
Dance With Me Soho manager—
and Baruch student — Alex Samusevich says that their goal when
creating the space was to “give New
York City what it deserved: a great
dance studio [that] was intended to
respect the culture of lower Manhattan.”

While the studio has a classic
look, it also has the vibe of a New
York City hotspot. “This studio will
bring what the other Dance With
Me studios have, which is topquality service in a fun a friendly
way, where you will learn from the
best, [while] it will take you away
from your craziness of life. The studio itself gives you this warm feeling when you enter it, and it is very
relaxing,” Samsusevich noted.
Chmerkovskiy maintains that he
has many future projects planned,
including a new dance studio in
Miami, which he said he is very excited about because it is a different
state with a different lifestyle — but
one that is still has nonstop energy.
Now that the new season of
Dancing With the Stars is underway
again, Chmerkovskiy will be focusing most of his efforts on the show,
which he says will be “the best season yet.” However, since he travels
frequently to New York, he is expecting to continue to expand the
studio in the upcoming months.
Dance With Me Soho offers a variety of classes, including ballroom
dance, hip-hop, Zumba, and even
yoga and Pilates. Samusevich said
they will be bringing in world-renowned professionals and featuring dancers from Broadway shows
and the Knicks’ City Dancers. The
studio is not only a great place to
got to blow off steam after a long
day of school or work, but also a
great place to learn dance from
some of the best in the business.
Call 212-840-Dance (3262) or
visit www.dancewithmesoho.com
for more information.
Dance With Me Soho is located
at 466 Broome St.

DANCEWITHMESOHO.COM

Dance with me Soho is the newest project of Maksim Chmerkovskiy, cast member of Dancing with the Stars.
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Green Zone may yield red ink
BY FRANK MARZULLO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Matt Damon and Paul Greengrass are at it again. The star and
director of The Bourne Supremacy
and The Bourne Ultimatum have
teamed up again on another kinetic blockbuster, the sprawling $100
million thriller Green Zone.
However, Universal Pictures
may have a problem turning a profit this time around, given that this
film’s subject matter has often seen
a high box office failure rate.
Damon’s character, Roy Miller,
is loosely based on Chief Warrant
Officer Richard Lamont Gonzales,
who led a mobile exploitation team
directed to find “weapons of mass
destruction” in Iraq, which turned
out to be a fool’s errand.
The audience is treated to a huge
action sequence up front when
Baghdad is demolished in the U.S.
Army’s “shock and awe” phase, as
Iraqi Bathist generals scramble to
regroup. A month later, the city is
looted clean. Miller’s team ransacks
a toilet factory in vain, expecting a
chemical weapons factory. Despite
all the “actionable, solid, good to
go” intelligence the Army serves up
(which is touted in the film), Miller
always rolls a donut.
Risking his career, Miller raises
hell at a meeting. Here he encounters another frustrated maverick
soul in Martin Brown, a 30-year CIA
veteran who is every bit as vocal as
Miller. “We cannot hand the country to an exile nobody’s ever heard
of and a bunch of interns in D.C.,”
he bellows, guaranteeing civil war
within six months.
The country is in chaos, with
revenge killings every night. At
another site, a local approaches.
Freddy happened by the generals’
meeting place and helpfully drops

PROJETOCINEMA.COM

Matt Damon and Paul Greengrass have teamed up for another sprawling action film, this time about the CIA and Army in Iraq.
a dime on them. Miller raids the
place, but the notorious “Jack of
Clubs,” Al Rawi, slips away. A notebook containing information on
military safe houses is found and is
given to Freddy for translation.
Before long, U.S. Special Forces
show up to grab a key prisoner.

Agent Briggs punches out Miller
when he makes a fuss. But, Miller
earns a promotion from Brown.
They meet in the majestic Green
Zone, full of beer and bikini-clad
babes, to examine the notebook.
Wall Street Journal reporter
Lawrie Dayne witnesses their hud-

dle and tries to pump Miller for a
scoop. Dayne, who Miller discovers
after Googling her, has been fed a
steady stream of inaccurate tripe by
neo-conservative government operative Clark Poundstone. Brown
and Poundstone vie for
Miller’s services and, when he

sides with Brown, he loses the support of half of his squad.
The film moves into high gear, as
each of the characters race to nab
Al Rawi first. Special Forces want
to take him out, while Brown and
Miller have some nebulous ideas
about collaboration to keep the
peace. Miller has to race around
town with $1 million in a duffel bag
to entice a meeting of the minds.
Damon capably handles his
role, passionately making decisions
and finding answers when not running for his life. Greg Kinnear does
the best work possible in his twodimensional role as Poundstone,
stone-walling doubters and defending the administration to the
hilt.
Brendan Gleeson does a memorable job chewing up the scenery
as the larger-than-life Brown. Amy
Ryan is interesting as the WASP-y
Dayne. Khalid Abdalla, last seen
in The Kite Runner, is just terrific
as Freddy. Yigal Naor, who played
Saddam Hussein in HBO’s House
of Saddam, is very good as Al Rawi.
Jason Isaacs gives a spirited performance as Agent Briggs.
The predictable ending feels
questionable and unconvincing.
Oscar-winning screenwriter Brian
Helgeland (L.A. Confidential) told
the L.A. Times, “We could never
make up our mind on who lived
and who died and who should kill
whom.” It certainly feels that way
up on the screen. He does give
viewers a hearty laugh with the U.S.
base near the end: Camp Cropper.
The audience at my screening
zestfully hissed when President
Bush appeared via video. Green
Zone wears its politics on its sleeve,
especially in didactic speeches by
Iraqis. If only its ending were a bit
less transparent, it might find more
success at the box office.
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Science & Technology
Earthquake shakes entire planet
BY HSI CHAN

Energy tech
at summit
BY HSI CHAN

SCIENCE EDITOR

SCIENCE EDITOR

According to NASA scientists,
Chile’s magnitude 8.8 earthquake,
the seventh most powerful in recorded history, has shortened the
day by 1.26 microseconds and
shifted the Earth’s axis of rotation
by 3 inches. Lasting a mere 3 minutes, the Chilean earthquake killed
approximately 700 people and resulted in damages of over $8 billion.
This is not Chile’s first brush with
earthquakes. Situated next to the
fault line between the Nazca and
South American plates, Chile was
severely damaged by a magnitude
9.5 earthquake. After 6,000 deaths
and $800 million in damages in
1960, Chile drastically improved
building codes and emergency response capabilities.
The result of an energy release
from the Earth’s crust, earthquakes
can be caused by plate movements,
volcanic eruptions and weapon
testing. The Chilean earthquake was
caused by the convergence of the
Nazca plate and the South American plate. According to NASA geophysicist Richard Gross, the shift in
the tectonic plates subtlety altered
the mass distribution of the Earth.
Both the location and the angle of
the earthquake played a large role
in the planetary shift.
This geological process is likened to that of a spinning ice skater. “When an ice skater spins on the
ice spins pretty quickly, but that
rotation actually increases as the
ice skater pulls their mass in tighter
and tighter,” said Wendy Ackerman
of the Maryland Science Center.
All large geological events can
potentially change the rotation of
the Earth. “Any worldly event that
involves the movement of mass
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The 8.8 magnitude earthquake in Chile, the seventh most powerful in history, shortened the day and shifted the planet’s axis.
affects the Earth’s rotation,” said
Benjamin Fong Chao of NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, Md., in a CNN interview.
Currently, scientists cannot accurately predict earthquakes in the
short term. According to the United
States Geological Survey, scientists
can only calculate the possibilities of potential quakes in the long
term.
Experts say there are five areas
located near dangerous earthquake
zones. The Pacific Northwest, California, the Eastern seaboard, Alaska and even the Midwest are close

to active faults. While there is less
earthquake activity around the
Eastern Seaboard than California,
buildings are structurally weaker.
“There’s clearly much less activity on the Eastern Seaboard than in
California or the Pacific Northwest,
but the flip side of that is that the
building codes aren’t of the same
standard,” said Geoffrey Reyes, a
seismologist at Columbia University.
“So even modest-sized earthquakes close to populated areas
could be much more destructive.
There are a lot of emergency preparedness groups in California, a

lot of work on building codes and
designs, but building to earthquake
codes is expensive, and in the east
there are older buildings built
before people thought very hard
about earthquakes. Buildings cause
80 percent of deaths in earthquakes
from structure collapse.”
So far this year, there have
been eight major earthquakes.
The most recent struck Taiwan
last week. While the recent spate
of earthquakes has captivated the
world’s attention, the number of
earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 and
greater have actually decreased in
recent years.

Garlic puts a stake in cancer
BY ALEXEY KUSHNEROV
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A new study at Ohio State
University suggests that consuming
five grams (about one clove) of
garlic daily may help prevent
cancer.
“What we were after was
developing an efficient and accurate
method where we could measure in
urine two different compounds, one
related to the risk for cancer, and the
other, which indicates the extent
of consumption of garlic,” said
Earl Harrison, dean’s investigator
in OSU’s Comprehensive Cancer
Center, in an OSU Press release.
Although the study was fairly
small, researchers found an
inverse relationship between garlic
consumption and carcinogenic
processes such as nitrosation.
Nitrosation, the conversion of
some substances found in foods
or contaminated water into
carcinogens
(cancer-causing
agents), is commonly initiated
by exposure to substances
called nitrates. After consuming
certain processed meats or water
contaminated by industry or
agricultural runoff, 20 percent of
the nitrates are in the digestive
track into nitrosamines, which have
been linked to cancer.
While vegetables naturally
contain nitrates and can also
increase your risk for cancer,
previous studies like the one
published in the Journal of Analytical
Biochemistry suggests that the
vitamin C in vegetables lowers the
risk that those nitrates will convert
into something cancerous. Ohio
University researchers also suspect

At the first annual Advanced
Research Projects Agency-Energy
Innovation Summit, innovators
across the country gathered at the
nation’s capital to discuss energy
technology. ARPA-E was created
last year to fund development for
technologies ranging from electric
vehicles to carbon dioxide storage. Since last year, the agency has
given more than $151 million to
companies and academic institutions to create breakthrough energy
technologies in the near future.
“I am especially excited about
the first ever ARPA-E Energy Innovation Summit,” said Energy Secretary Steven Chu. “This conference
will bring together the nation’s top
energy leaders and members of
the scientific community to begin
building the next Industrial Revolution in clean energy technologies,
which will create new jobs and help
reduce our carbon footprint.”
The summit, which started on
March 1 and ended on March 3,
had panel discussions on government leadership, global partnerships, national security and more.
ARPA-E finalists and award winners were also able to showcase
their technological innovations.

“This conference will
bring together the
nation’s top energy
leaders and members of
the scientific community
to begin building
the next Industrial
Revolution in clean
energy technologies,
which will create new
jobs and help reduce
our carbon footprint.”
-Steven Chu, Energy Secretary
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According to a study at Ohio State University, garlic consumption has a number of health benefits, including cancer prevention.
that nutrients in garlic could have
similar antioxidant effects as
vitamin C.
The study began with a small
test group where researchers
fed participants a weeklong diet
lacking any nitrates or garlic. They
then gave the participants a dose
of sodium nitrate, in a formulation
that won’t be toxic but which would
show up as a marker in the urine
test as evidence of the potentially
toxic process.
The participants were divided
into five groups where researchers
prepared meals for each group.
Four of the groups either received
one, three, or five grams of garlic or
500mg of ascorbic acid (vitamin C).
The last group was the control and
received neither garlic nor vitamin

C, but only the dose of sodium
nitrate. The experiment lasted for
a week and all the urine samples
went through gas chromatography
mass spectrometry. Measures were
taken for markers of garlic and
markers of carcinogenic processes.
This was only the preliminary
stage of an experiment that
will eventually include a wider
demographic of the population.
But even with such a small group
Harrison said, “our results showed
that garlic consumption and the
risk for cancer was inversely related
to one another, meaning that the
more we had the marker for garlic
consumption, the less there was of
the marker for the risk of cancer.”
Participants given garlic had lower
concentrations of the marker for

nitrosation than did those who
consumed no garlic and vitamin
C. The lowest level of carcinogens
was associated with the group
that consumed five grams of garlic
daily.
Harrison also noted that
“previous research has suggested
that garlic and other plants with
sulfur containing compounds
offer a variety of potential health
benefits.” Some studies have shown
a positive correlation between
garlic consumption and health.
Ultimately, scientists hope to
identify how garlic inhibits cancer
causing agents and develop a pill
that could ultimately prevent and
safeguard against cancer. Until
then, add at least one fresh clove of
garlic to your diet

Summit participants included
government officials, investors, researchers and energy corporations.
“Unless we have a broad perspective on job creation, innovation,
and technology growth, we are going to fall behind as a country,” said
Jeffrey Immelt, the CEO of General Electric. “We need growth as
a country and globally we play in a
much more competitive arena than
any other time in our lifetimes.”
According to Chu, ARPA-E’s
primary goal was to revolutionize
American industries by decreasing dependence on foreign oil,
increasing jobs and addressing
global warming. Chu hopes that
ARPA-E will give researchers both
freedom and funding to develop
cutting-edge technologies. “We’re
trying to upturn innovation but in a
time scale and effort reminiscent of
the Manhattan Project or Lincoln
Labs,” said Chu in the Summit’s
keynote.
The agency will also recruit
young scientists for a two-yearlong “fellows” program. These scientists will serve as advisors in the
agency.
In contrast to the Department of
Energy, ARPA-E specifically invests
in high-risk projects that potentially have high payoffs. President
Barack Obama has requested more
than $300 million in funding for the
agency.
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Compact digital camera shoot-out
BY HSI CHAN

HD Video
Panasonic Lumix DMC-FP8 (approximately $170)
Unlike many other digital cameras, this Panasonic is multi-talented. Not only is it a 12-megapixel
camera, it can capture HD-quality
video. Currently, HD-video capture
has only begun trickling into the
feature sets of compact cameras.
Users looking for a camera that can
replace both their Flip HD and their
old digital camera should consider
this device.

SCIENCE EDITOR

A few years ago, compact digital cameras were often underpowered, bulky and expensive devices.
However, modern compacts have
evolved, becoming more powerful
and more affordable than their predecessors.
While there are thousands of
different camera models on the
market, some compacts stand out
from its competitors. While these
cameras cannot help users become
better photographers, these devices can improve the technical quality of the pictures.
All cameras featured in this
shoot-off have at least a 10-megapixel sensor, which allows users
to enlarge their photos up to 8x10
inches without any degradation in
quality. Other features like ISO, optical zoom and size were also considered in the shoot-off.
While ISO used to refer to film
speed, ISO currently refers to the
light sensitivity of the digital sensor
of the camera.
For more information on camera features and on camera models,
a good website is DPreview.com.
This website is updated daily.
With prices from $80 to $350 on
online retailers like Amazon, users
can find a digital camera to fit any
budget.
Budget
Nikon Coolpix L20 (approximately
$80)
For less than $100, this camera
boasts a 10-megapixel sensor and
a 3-inch LCD screen. The camera
can help beginners by automatically choosing the optimal settings
for a picture. In addition, the Nikon
will help prevent blurry pictures by
automatically adjusting for camera
shake. Some other features include

Telephoto
Canon Powershot SX200 (approximately $270)
Combining the strengths of the
Olympus and the Panasonic, this
camera boasts both a 12x zoom lens
and HD-video capture. Although
these features are helpful, this camera is almost twice as heavy and
twice as deep as other point and
shoots. However, photographers
looking for more features and more
power from their compact camera
should consider this device.

DPREVIEW.COM

Clockwise from top left: Canon SX200, Canon SD1200, Panasonic DMC-FP8, Nikon L20, and Panasonic DMC-LX3.
3.6x optical zoom, photo stitching
for panoramic pictures and video
capture up to 640x480 resolution.
All-Around
Canon PowerShot SD1200IS (ap-

proximately $150)
This camera is slightly more
powerful than the Nikon L20. Not
only can it automatically detect
faces, it can also take pictures up to
ISO 3200. This allows users to cap-

ture photographs with less light,
albeit with a slight degradation in
photo quality.
The camera also uses rechargeable batteries and is smaller than
the Nikon.

Enthusiast
Panasonic DMC-LX3 (approximately $350)
Although this camera is expensive, it has more features that the
Canon SX200. Instead of a zoom
lens, the device has a wide-angle
lens. In addition, the device features HD video capture, burst
shooting, manual settings and high
ISO settings.
Unlike other point and shoots,
a variant of this camera’s sensor
can be found in professional SLRs,
allowing users to take great photographs in low light. It even has a hot
shoe, which allows photographers
to attach an external flash for low
light situations.
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Salmon catches P.O.Y.
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BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS AND STYLES EDITOR

At this year’s CUNY Athletic
Conference awards, junior point
guard Monique Salmon was awarded women’s Basketball Player of
the Year, the ceremony’s highest
honor.
After suffering an injury that
kept her out of the last two games
of the regular season and the
first playoff game, Salmon never
thought about it ending her contention for the title.
Rather, she primarily focused
on how her absence would affect
the team and said that the thought
made her “work harder to come
back and actually show them that
I’m a strong player and we could
fight any adversity that came
along.”
She certainly proved her status
as a strong player, averaging 11.7
points, 7.1 assists and 4.2 rebounds
in the regular season, helping her

team to a first place finish in the
CUNYAC standings.
Salmon attributes all her success
to her teammates saying, “Without
the team I can’t make assists, without their passes to me I can’t make
a shot, and without them missing I
can’t make a rebound.”
However, it is clear that at least
some of the magic comes from
Salmon’s skill. In her freshman
year she was a member of the 20072008 CUNYAC Championship and
NCAA first round team, and as a
sophomore, she led Division III
with 8.7 assists per game and was
a CUNYAC First Team All-Star. Now
in her third year on the team, the
captain is just shy of leading NCAA
Division III in assists for the second
straight year.
“[Winning the Player of the Year
award] is amazing,” said Salmon.
“It’s a good feeling to accomplish
something like that. It means I’m
recognized for something big. I am
excited about it.”

No U.S. miracle in these Olympics
Coming into the gold medal and Zach Parise, of the New Jersey
game with a perfect record of five Devils, scored what looked to be
wins and no losses, the United the miracle goal that lifted every
States gained a right to compete American fan out of their seats like
for gold with a 6-1 victory over an electric shock.
I was up in my seat screamFinland. The aura of the 1980 team
was felt by every fan of the United ing as if I myself had just won the
States, and feared by every Cana- gold medal. The Canadian faces
were screaming from nerves as the
dian fan.
The clash was anticipated like game was sent into sudden death
a meteor impact. My dead enthu- overtime.The Canadians began to
gain momentum as the
siasm after Russia's loss to
rush was thrown back
Canada was replaced with
and forth a few times
a burning hope for the unto begin the overtime.
derdog, and the underdog
Then, as Patrick Kane
proved to be quite formilaunched the puck into
dable.
the U.S. zone, it made an
U.S.A. collided with
unfortunate bounce off of
Canada in all its might.
Perfect passing, coordi- ALEX MIKOULIANITCH Captain Jamie Langenbrunner’s skate and into the
nated play, powerful hits,
Bearcat Prowler
boards where a Canadian
daunting passion, teamwork, and most importantly, un- player rushed to gain control and
dying heart.
Of course, Can- slowly the upset unfolded, as Sidada matched the U.S.’s attack and ney Crosby was sneaking in now.
The man to guard him focused
provided an equal resistance that
on the action near the boards, the
allowed them to strike first.
Jonathan Toews of the Chicago puck danced away and onto the
Blackhawks put Canada on the stick of Crosby, who guided it beboard in the first period. Corey tween the legs of U.S. goaltender
Perry, of the Anaheim Ducks, Ryan Miller and into the U.S. net.
He ended the miracle that was
cashed in another one putting
Canada up by two, but these goals bound to happen. The miracle that
weren’t enough to make USA stop the U.S. team was sure to bring
playing. Instead, they played their ended abruptly at the hands of “Sid
the Kid.” The faces of U.S. players
hearts out.
Rush after rush, hit after hit, were difficult to watch. However,
Ryan Kesler of the Vancouver Ca- even though they lost, they proved
nucks ultimately found the back to the hockey world that a new
of the Canadian net. It was a roller power was rising; a new, younger,
coaster ride after that goal, with a powerhouse that had more heart
than any team out there. This is not
heart-stopping plunge in the end.
The clock was winding down as even close to the end. Congratulaneither team could score a goal; tions U.S.A., you have made your
both goaltenders were terrific, country proud.
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Women win third straight CUNYAC championship
 The women’s
basketball team took
home the CUNYAC
championship by
beating Hunter,
clinching an NCAA
tournament berth
in the process
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SPORTS EDITOR

For the third straight season, the
Bearcats brought home the CUNY
Athletic Conference championship
when they defeated their Lexington
Avenue rival, Hunter College, 9384, on Saturday, Feb. 27 at CCNY’s
Nat Holman Gym.
With the victory, Baruch
clinched a spot in the NCAA tournament for the third season in a
row and established themselves
as the dominant force in CUNYAC
women’s basketball.
Last year’s CUNYAC Player of
the Year, senior Kalea Davis, took
home the tournament MVP honors by recording 19 points and 15
rebounds in the game and junior
Monique Salmon, who took home
this year’s CUNYAC Player of the
Year honors, dished out a CUNYAC
championship game record, 16 assists, in the victory.
“We knew that Hunter would
come into the game and play their
hearts out,” said Salmon, who also
scored eight points in the game.
“We played a hard game…and we
came out on top.”
Hunter kept the game close
throughout the entire contest. But
as Baruch was up 45-42 with just
under 14 minutes remaining in
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The women’s basketball team flash three fingers in commemeration of their third straight CUNY Athletic Conference title.
the game, the Bearcats went on a
game-changing 12-2 run to take a
57-44 lead with 11:50 in the game.
The Hawks tried to respond, but
it was too little too late. Baruch had
an answer for every Hunter basket
coming down the stretch to secure
the victory.
“We, as well as Hunter, played
hard from start to finish,” said cap-

tain and senior Christina Kelly.
“But we came out on top…it was an
amazing feeling.”
To add to the glory, the Bearcats
defeated their long time rival Hunter to take home the title, although,
because of how one-sided the rivalry has been in recent history, the
Baruch players consider Lehman
their true rival.

“Playing Hunter was just as
tough as playing Lehman,” said
Kelly. The Bearcats lost to Hunter
to record its first loss in two years
earlier this season. “Lehman is, in
our eyes, our rival … we wanted to
see Lehman.”
Along with Davis and Salmon,
junior Anika Sierk, was named to
the all-CUNYAC tournament team

on the strength of her double-double, 22 points and 18 assists, in the
championship game.
With the win, the Bearcats
clinched a spot in the NCAA tournament as the CUNYAC representative, a challenge that they are
looking forward to.
“The key [to the tournament] is
to play our game; we have to stay
focused on the game plan,” said
Kelly. “Going into the tournament,
there is going to be better players and bigger players … so, that is
something we definitely have to be
prepared for.”
Salmon, who missed the first
CUNYAC tournament game with
an injury, is starting to get back into
her groove, which is going to be a
vital part of the team’s success going forward.
“We are so excited that she is
back,” said Kelly. “Now we have a
legit point guard to get us through
our offense and lead us as a captain.”
“[My success depends] on the
team,” said Salmon. “Without the
team, I can’t make assists, without
their passes I can’t make a shot and
without them missing I can’t make
a rebound.”
Even though Baruch is proud of
their CUNYAC accomplishment,
their goals for the season are far
from over.
“Everything together is piling up
and we are doing great things,” said
Salmon.

FOR MORE ON
THE WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL TEAM
GO TO THETICKER.ORG

Revenge lifts men to semi-finals

Volleyball is CUNYAC’s ‘ace’

BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS

him,” said Stack.
Stack said that although most
teams in CUNYAC do not provide
On Tuesday, March 2, the No. 4 much competition, their lack of exBearcats hosted a game in the ARC perience could be dangerous, and
Arena against the City Tech Yellow result in injuries.
“City Tech played better than
Jackets. The Bearcats won in three
sets with scores of 30-20, 30-15 last time. They know how to play
and 30-14 to remain unbeaten in the right way. I would say that they
the CUNY Athletic Conference this are one of the more structured
teams in CUNY. I’m surprised that
season.
they are in third
In the first set,
to last place,” said
Baruch went on sevStack.
eral scoring streaks
The
coach
of at least four
explained that
points, even though
the team’s sucCity Tech was able
cess has its roots
to come within 10
in recruiting the
points of the first
right players. She
place team.
does not have to
In set two, City
teach the players
Tech started the
how to play, but
scoring but it was
rather work prianswered by a semarily on team
ries of kills and serchemistry.
vice aces by Baruch.
The team has
From that point on,
been
able to get
Baruch was able to
DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER
matches against
handle the set with
ease. In the third and final set, the top level schools, including DiviBearcats came out energized and sion I schools like Harvard, matchscored eight consecutive points. es that Baruch was unable to get in
Their defense remained steadfast the past. “We can’t get better unless
and allowed even fewer points than we play better (teams),” said Stack.
With successes come highin the second set.
What was nice about this game, aimed goals. “We work hard and
according to Head Coach Allison want to be in the top four teams in
Stack, is that everyone on the team the nation, so all we have to do is
was able to play. Vincent Cruz, a maintain.” Vincent Cruz said, “Our
middle blocker on the team, said, goal is to win NEVCA, in which
“It was a good game. Everyone had we’re ranked number one. We also
a chance to play. We also got to run want to win Moltens, and be the
different combinations and types number one team in the nation.”
A key aspect for the men’s Volof plays.”
However, Baruch’s game against leyball team is that no one player
City Tech was not all positive. Sopo- carries the team because everyone
more Sequil Sanchez went down has ability.
At this point, the team feels fairly
with an injury early in the third set.
“Sanchez got hurt in the first certain about a repeat CUNYAC victhree points of the last game. A tory, and they are looking forward
player from the other team went to post-championship matches.
under the net and he landed on
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Although it isn’t exactly the tournament they hoped to be playing in,
the Bearcats opened up the ECAC’s
on the right foot, defeating Stevens
Institute of Technology, 75-64, on
Wednesday night in Hoboken, N.J.
to advance to the semi-finals.
With the victory, Baruch, who
is the No. 5 seed in the eight-team
bracket, will play the first overall
seed SUNY Old Westbury for a right
to advance to the finals of the tournament.
“Not at all,” said senior George
Kunkel, when he was asked whether Baruch considered themselves
an underdog because of their low
seed. “We felt before the game, and
still feel, we are better than all of the
teams in the ECAC tournament...
and want to prove to everyone that
Baruch is for real.”
The win was a result of one of
the best all around games played
by Baruch this season. Four different Bearcats finished with double
figures in scoring - sophomore
Chris Beauchamp (16 points), and
juniors Tammer Farid (13 points),
Arki Winsu (12 points) and Sean
Loftus (10 points) and the team
shot just under 53 percent from the
field with 67 percent in the second
half.
In addition, the game was probably Baruch’s best defensive effort
of the season. Despite allowing
the Ducks to shoot a high percentage from the field (44 percent) the
Bearcats drastically out-rebounded
Stevens, clawing down 41 rebounds
while allowing only 23, disallowing
second shot opportunities.
“I thought we played a great
team game. We did a great job on
defense,” said Loftus via email. “If
we can hold teams down to that
amount of points every game, we
always have a great shot to win.”
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The Bearcats won their first ECAC tournament game, beating Steven 75-64.
“It was our best defensive effort of the year. We played great
help defense and dominated the
boards, which lead to the victory,”
said Kunkel.
Earlier this season, Stevens beat
Baruch at home in an overtime
thriller, 86-83, acting as extra motivation for Baruch going into the
game.
“[It was] absolutely [extra motivation],” said Kunkel. “Our loss to
them earlier this year was one of
the reasons we did not get an atlarge bid to the NCAA’s this year. It
was a great opportunity to get back
at them.”
A big reason for the turnaround has been the improving
play of Beauchamp, who not only
has become the teams main scoring threat, averaging 15 points per
game, but also its best defender.
“[Beauchamp] is on a tear of-

fensively but is also given the task
of guarding opposing teams’ best
players night in and night out,” said
Kunkel. “He went from being our
sixth man last year to one of the
best players in the conference.”
With the win, the Bearcats move
on to play SUNY Old Westbury,
who just squeezed past Medgar
Evers, a member of the CUNY Athletic Conference who Baruch beat
earlier this season, 91-82, in the
ARC arena.
“I know we were seeded low,
and it’s sometimes a good thing to
be the underdog, but we know that
we are better than that,” said Loftus. “I feel good [about the upcoming game], we played great defense
against Stevens, and shared the ball
and were patient on offense. If we
do that, we should come out with a
win on Saturday. We are hungrier
than ever right now.”
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The women’s basketball team won its third championship in a row, defeating the Hunter Hawks, 93-84, while earning a spot in the NCAA tournement. PAGE 23

